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Summary 

Gene-chromosome configuration effects may be generated in at least two 
different ways. The first results from the position.effect phenomenon, and the 
second, which is manifest if the individual is evaluated on the basis of its inbred 
progeny, is due to the restriction of independent segregation because of linkage. 
The present study is an attempt to generalize the gene model used in quantitative 
inheritance and selection theory so that it may accommodate these effects. 

Configuration effects are defined and their relationships to the effects in the 
conventional model are examined for a random· mating population in equilibrium. 
Then, the expectations of various covariances among relatives are developed for the 
complete model which includes the configuration effects. Finally, the importance of 
this extension is discussed, primarily from the point of view of artificial selection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is clear that more than one gene-chromosome arrangement is possible for 
diploid organisms heterozygous for the same set of genes at two or more linked loci. 

Thus, for two linked loci, the two possible genotypes are (A~A~) (A~A~) and 

(A~A~) (A!A~), where A{ is the ith allele at the jth locus, and the gene content within 

each set of parentheses indicates the association of genes within each homologous 
chromosome. More generally, if there are n such loci, the number of different geno
types for the given set of genes is 2n-l. 

From the standpoint of quantitative inheritance and selection theory, there 
are at least two ways in which the gene-chromosome arrangement may influence 
the evaluation of a genotype. 

First, the physical configuration of the genes may induce position effects. 
The position-effect phenomenon was first discovered in Drosophila melanogaster by 
Sturtevant (1925), and more recently it has been found in a wide range of organisms. 

Second, if the various gene arrangements are evaluated on the basis of their 
inbred progeny, it is obvious that different configurations may yield different evalua
tions for the same set of genes. For example, with the simplest situation involving 
only two loci, the expected selfed progeny arrays are different for the genotypes 

(A~A~) (A!A:) and (A~A:) (A!A~) if the recombination value is less than one-half. 

Hence, the expected means of these progeny arrays may be different if epistasis 
occurs. 
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In quantitative inheritance theory no attempt has been made to accommodate 
effects due solely to the gene-chromosome arrangement. H~nce, the objective of this 
study is to generalize the gene model used in quantitative inheritance so that it may 
do so. This requires both a genotypic representation which permits all possible 
gene-chromosome arrangements to be distinguishable, and a definition of configura
tion effects which may be incorporated into the gene model. 

In the next section, an appropriate genotypic representation is developed; 
configuration effects are defined and their relationships to the effects in the conven
tional model are examined for a random-mating population in equilibrium. Then, 
the expectations of various covariances among relatives are developed for the com
plete model which includes the configuration effects. Finally, the importance of this 
extension is discussed, primarily from the point of view of artificial selection. 

II. EXTENSION OF THE GENE MODEL 

A random-mating population in equilibrium may be generated by multiplying 
the genotypic arrays for the various loci. Thus, for any number of alleles at each 
of two linked loci, the population may be represented as 

11112222 
II = C~PiPj AiAj) C~PkPI AkAd 

ij kl 

11221122 
= ~ PiPjPkPl AiAjAkAI' 

ijkl 
where 

'<" 1 1 AlAI . I 77PiPj i j = genotypIC array at ocus 1, 
%J 

and 
'<" 2 2 A2A2 . .... PkPI k I = genotypIC array at locus 2. 
kl 

Kempthorne (1957 for general reference) has utilized this representation 

for the elaboration of his gene model. Thus, if dii/CL = genotypic value for A;A;A;A;, 
such that 

'<" 1 1 2 2d .... PiPjPkPI ijkL = 0, 
ijkl 

then the Kempthorne model may be set out as follows: 

where 

1 1 2 2 1 2 
diikL = ai +aj +ak+al +8ij +8k1 +(aa)ik+(aa)it+(aa)ik+(aa)iL 

+(a8)ikL +(a8)jkL +( 8a)ijk+( 8a)ij! +( 88)iikL, 

a~ = additive genetic effect of the A~ allele, 
8~iJ = dominance effect for the A~A~ genotype, 

(aa)ik = additive X additive epistatic effect associated with genes A; and A;, 

(a8)ikL = additive X dominance epistatic effect associated with the gene A; 

and the genotype A;A;, and 
(88)Ukl = dominance X dominance epistatic effect associated with the genotypes 

A;Af and A;A;. 
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This approach, however, does not permit the distinction between genotypic 
values for genotypes having the same set of genes but different chromosome arrange
ments. Hence, it is necessary to generate the population in such a way that the 
genotypes are represented by their chromosome constitution. This may be accom
plished by simply squaring the chromosome array. For example, the population 
described above may be set out as follows: 

where 

1 2 1 2 2 
II = [~PiPk (AiAk)] 

ik 

11221212 
= ~ PiPjPkPI (AiAk) (AiAz), 

ijkl . 

~ pip; (AiA;) = chromosome array. 
ik 

The genotypic value of (AiA;) (AlA?) may be designated asd(ik)(j/l such that 

~ 1 1 2 2d 
.... PiPjPkPI (ik)U!) = O. 

ijkl 

In the remaining part of this section the argument will be concerned primarily 
with a random-mating population involving any number of alleles at each of two 
linked loci. Extensions to more than two loci will be briefly discussed at the end 
of the section. 

(a) Development of Model for Two Linked Loci 

The genotypic values in the two representations given above are related as 
follows: 

dij/e! = t(d(ik)(:iO +dUOUk»)· 

The inverse of this relationship leads to 

where 

It is clear that 

d(il,)(jI) = diik!+t(d(ik)UO -d(i!)(jld) 

= d iik ! +c( ik) (i!) , 

C(ik)U!) = t(d(ik)(j!) -d(i!)(jk») 

= effect due to the difference generated by the different 
chromosome configurations. 

G(il)(jk) = t(d(i!)(jk) -d( ik)( j!)) 
= -C(ik)(j!)· 

Various summations involving the C values are of interest in subsequent argu
ments. These are: 

(1) 

(2) 

1 2 
GUk)( •. ) = ~PjPI CUk)U!) 

1 2 
= -~PjPI CW)(jk) 

= -C(i.)( .Ie)· 

C(i.)( .. ) 
~ 1 2 2 

= .... PjPkPI C( ik)U!) 
122 

= -~PjPkPI C(i!)(jk) 

= -CU.)( .. )· 
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Hence 
C( i.)(..) = O. 

(3) l:: 2 2 
C(i.)(1.) = PkPl C(ik)U!) 

"(' 2 2 = -"'PleP, C(i!)(;k) 

= -C(i.)(j'). 
Hence 

C(i.)(;.) = O. 

The properties of C(ik)(i!) , for the random-mating population, are as follows 
(where E denotes the expectation over i, j, k, and l): 

Also 

E "(' 1122 
(C(ik)(j!)) = ... PiPjPkPl C(ik)U!) 

ijlel 

= l [l:: p:pJp~; (d(ik)(;z) -d(i!)(ik»)] 
ijlel 

=0. 

E( )2 "(' 1 1 2 2 ( )2 
C( ik)(j!) = ... PiPjPkPl C(ik)(i/) 

ijlel 
2 

=0"0' 

Since d(ik)(j!) = dijk!+C(ik)U!) , it is desirable to show that C(ik)(j!) is independent 
of d iik !. This may be accomplished in the following manner: 

l:: 1122d 
E(diik!,C(ik)(jt)} = PiPjPleP, [ iik!·C(ik)(j!)] 

ijlel 

= ! [l:: p!pJp:p; (d( ik)(j!) +d( il)(ik)} (d( ik)(il) -d(i!)(ik»)] 
ijlel 

1"(' 1122d2 d 2 = 4" [ ... PiPjPleP, ( (ile)(jl)- (il)(jle»)] 
ijlel 

=0. 

Although C(ik)U!) is independent of d ijk !, and therefore independent of entire 
classes of elements in the gene model, it need not be independent of some of the 
individual elements. The following considers the expectations of cross-products of 
c( ik)(i!) with entire classes of effects as well as with individual component elements 
of the gene model. 

(I) Additive Effect8 

1122,,(,1 1"('1 1 
E[C(ik)W) • (ai +aj +ale+az)] = ':" Pi C(i.)(,,) ai +'7' Pj C( .. )(j.)aj 

t J 
"(' 2 2 "(' 2 2 + ... Ple C( .k)( .. )ale+'" P, C( .. )( .!la, 
le I 

=0, 
since 

Cu.)( .. ) = C( .. )( i.> = C(.k)( .. ) = C( .. )( .1) = O. 

(2) Dominance Effect8 

~1 ~2 "(' 1 1 ~1 "(' 2 2 ~2 
E[C(ik)(JI) • (Oij + old}] = "'PiPj C(i.)(i.) 0ij+"'PlePI C(.k)L!) Old 

ij lei 

=0, 
since 

C(i.)(i.) = C(.k)( .1) = O. 
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(3) Additive X Additive Effects 

E {c( ik)(j!) . [(aa)ik+(aa)il +(aa)lk+(aa)11]) 
1 2 ~ 1 2 

= ~ PiPk C(ik)( .. ) (aa)ik+-" PiPl C(i.) (.1) (aa)il 
ik il 
~12 ~12 +-" PjPk C(.k)(j.) (aa)lk+-"PjPl CL'>(j1) (aa)11 
jk jl 

1 2 1 2 = [~PiPk C(ik)L.) (aa)ik-~ PiPI C(i1)<..) (aa)il] 
ik il 

1 2 ~ 1 2 + [~PjPl C(..)(j1) (aa)11--" PjPk C(")(jk) (aa)lk] 
jl jk 

=0. 

The fact that the difference within each bracket obviously equals zero does not 
imply that the individual terms within the brackets equal zero. Hence quantities 
of the type 

need not equal zero. 

1 2 
~ PiPk C(ik)L.) (aa)il" 
ik 

(4') Additive X Dominance Effects 

E {c( ik)W) . [(aO)ilcl+(ao)lkl]) 
122 122 

= ~ PiPkPl C( ik)(.1) (aO)ikl + ~ PjPkPl C(.k)(jI) (ao)lkl 
ikl jkl 

=A+B 
=0. 

The term A is equal to zero, since for each combination of alleles Ai, Ai, and 
A; there are two C configurations (due to the interchange of alleles at the A 2 locus) 
with the same frequency. These configurations are equal in magnitude but differ in 
sign, i.e. 

C(ik)Ln = -c(a)( .k)· 

However, the interchange of A~ and A; does not alter the value of (ao)ikl' Hence, 

the cross-product contributions involving AL Ai, and A; are 

122 122 
PiPkPl[C(ik)(.1) (aO)ikl+C(a)(.k) (ao)m] = PiPkPl[C(ik)(.1) (aO)ikl-C(ik)(.n (aO)ikd 

=0. 

Similarly, the term B is equal to zero. 

(5) Dominance X Additive Effects 

An argument similar to that given in (4) is applicable. 

(6) Dominance X Dominance Effects 
~ 1 1 2 2 

E[C(ik)(j/) • (SS)ijkl] = -" PiPjPkPl C(ik)W) . (SS)ijkl 
ijkl 

=0. 

That this summation equals zero can be seen by considering all possible per

mutations of each combination of AL AJ, A~, and A;, which are generated by inter-
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changing A~ and Aj as well as Ai and A; . .such operations may change the value of 

the C values but do not alter the values of the (SS) terms. Hence, the cross-product 

contribution of the combination A~AjAiA; is 

1 1 2 2 <><> 
PiPjPkPI [C(ik)(il) (00 );ik! +C( ik)( ill (SS)iikl +C(il)( jk) (SS)ijlk +C(jl)( ik) (SS)jilk] 

1 1 2 2 
= PiPjPkPl[2c(ik)(jl) -2C(ik)(jl)](SS)ijkl 

=0. 

In summary then, the gene model for the genotype (A~Ai) (AjA;) is 
1 122 1 2 

d(ik)(jl) = ai +aj +ak+al +Sij+Skl+(aa)ik+(aa)il+(aa)ik+(aa)jl 

+(as)ikl +(as)ikl +( Sa)iik+( Sa)iil +( SS)iikl +C( ik)(il) , 

where all effects are independent of each other except that the individual (aa)'s are 
not independent of C(ik)( i l). The total genotypic variance may be partitioned as: 

2222222 
a = a A +aD +a AA +a AD +aDD +ao· 

(b) Extension of Model to more than Two Linked Loci 

In extending the theory to more than two linked loci, the first problem is to 
determine the number of different genotypes which are possible by permuting the two 
alleles at each of an arbitrary number of loci. 

For the ath locus with alleles A~ and AT the arrangements may be generated by 
a permutation group of order two, i.e. [G = I, (ij)]. Hence, for n loci, all possible 
arrangements may be obtained by application of an Abelian permutation group of 
order 2n which results as a direct product of the n permutation groups of order two. 

However, not all gene-chromosome arrangements give rise to different geno
types, since genotypes are invariant to permutation of chromosomes. In fact, the 
2n permutations may be paired such that in one member of a pair, alleles at all loci 
are interchanged which are not permuted in the other. Such pairs of permutations 
generate equivalent arrangements, one of which may be derived from the other by 
chromosome interchange. Hence, the number of different genotypes is 2n-l. 

The following tabulation presents the simplest illustration of the above argu
ment. It gives the permutation group, gene-chromosome arrangements, and geno
types which are possible for two linked heterozygous loci. 

Permutation 
Group 

I 

(ij) 

(kl) 

(ij) (kl) 

Gene-Chromosome 
Arrangements 

(A~Ai) (AjA;) 

(AjAi) (A~A;) 

(A~A;) (AjAi) 

(AjA;) (A~Ai) 

Genotypes 

12 12 12 12 
(AiAk) (AjAI) = (AjAI) (AiAk) 

12 12 12 12 
(AjAk) (AiAI) = (AiAI) (AjAk) 

Finally, there are a total of 2n - 1 configuration constants for genotypes hetero
zygous for the same set of n linked loci, since a constant is associated with each 
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genotype. However, since these constants must sum to zero, the number of inde· 
pendent effects is 2n-l_l. 

As an illustrative example, consider the situation which arises for three linked 
I . Th "". Al 2 3 lA2 3 1 2A 3 1 2 3 
Ocl. e ~our possIble genotypes are: ( iAkAml (Aj ZAn), (AiAk m) (AiAZA,,), 
A IA2 3 AIA2 3 1 2 3 IA 2A 3 

( i ZAm) ( .i kA ,,), and (AiAXA ,,) (Aj z m)' 

Since 

then 

where 

and 

dij/clmn = Hd(ikm)(;Tn) +d(jkm)(Un) +d(i[m)(ikn) +dUkn)(nm)], 

d( ikrn)( iTn) = dii/clmn +c( ik>n)( iln) , 

d Uktn)( iln) = diJklmn +£:( ikm) (j!n) , etc., 

CUkm)(nn) = H(d( ikm) (jln) -dUkm)( iTn)) + (dUkm)(iln) -dU1m)(ikn)) 

+(d(;km)(jln) -d( ikn)(i!m) )], 

C(;km) ( iln) = H(dUkm)( iln) -d( ikm)(nn)) + (d(j/cm)( iln) -dUlm) (;kn) ) 

+(d(ikm)( iln) -d( ikn) (jlm) )], 

CUlm)(ikn) = H(dU1m)(jkn) -d( ikm)(;ln)) +(dU1m)( ikn) -d(jkm) ( iln)) 

+(dWm)(ikn) -d( ikn)( ilm) )], 

C(ikn) (;lm) = H(dUkn) (jIm) -dUkm)(iln)) +(d( ikn) (;lm) -dUkm)Wn)) 

+(d( ikn)(.ilm) -d( ilm)(ikn) )]. 

However, since the following linear restriction holds, there are only three inde· 
pendent constants: 

CUkm) (iln) +C(jkm)(iln) +CUl~')(ikn) +CUkn)(ilm) = o. 

From this brief discussion, it is clear that it is conceptually possible to define 
and enumerate configuration effects for any number of linked loci. 

III. EXPECTATIONS OF COVARIANCES AMONG RELATIVES 

Estimation of the additive variance component is essential if the permanent 
gains from selection are to be predicted. In the past, various covariances among 
relatives have been used to make this estimation. The covariances of interest are: 
parent-offspring covariance, designated as Cov(PO); half· sib covariance, designated 
as Cov(HS); and full·sib covariance, designated as Cov(FS). 

The objective of this section is to develop the expectations of these covariances 
for a two·locus gene model which is generalized to include the following details: 

(i) any number of alleles at each locus; 

(ii) any system of dominance and epistatic parameters; 

(iii) recombination values which may be different for the two sexes, i.e. 
Ym = recombination value for males, and 
Yt = recombination value for females; and 

(iv) gene-chromosome configuration effects. 
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Since the expectations of the covariances have been derived for a gene model 
which is generalized for all but the inclusion of configuration effects (Griffing 1960b), 
the purpose, here, is to see how these configuration effects disturb the covariances, 
and hence the estimation of variance components from these covariances. 

The parent-offspring covariance may be defined as the expected cross-product 
of the genotypic value of an arbitrary parent individual and the genotypic mean of 
the half-sib array associated with the parent individual. If configuration constants 
are not considered, it can be shown that linkage does not disturb Cov(PO). However, 
when these effects are included, not only does linkage disturb this covariance but the 
covariance for males may be different from that for females. Therefore, they must 
be treated separately. Consider first the male covariance which may be designated 
as Cov(m) (PO). 

An arbitrary male (A7Ai) (AjA;) produces the following gametic array: 

{ A IA2 Al 2 / AIA2 1 2 [(1-Ym)/2] ( ik+ jAzl+(Ym 2) ( i I +AjAk)}· 

The total female gametic array for the random-mating population is 

~ 1 2 1 2 
.;. PrPt (ArAt)· 
,.t 

Therefore, the male half-sib family mean is 

1 2 
h( ik, j!) ( ..... ) = [(l-Ym)/2] ~ P"Pt [d(ilc)(TI) +dUI)(rt)] 

rt 
I 2 

+(Ym/2) ~ PrPt [d(U)(rt) +dUk)(rt)] 
rt 

= [(1-Ym)/2] (d( ik)( .. ) +d(jl)(..)) +(Ym/2) (d(il)(..) +dUk)( .. »)· 

The male parent-offspring covariance is then 

1 1 2 2 
Cov(m)(PO) = ~ PiPjPkPz{h(ik, jl)(. .... ») (d(ik)(jl») 

ijkl 

= ta~ +ta~A +(l-2Ym) ~ P7Pi(C(ik)( .. »)2 
ik 

~ I 2 
+2(1-Yrn} .;. PiPk(C(ik)( .. ») (aa)ik' 

ik 

Similarly, the female parent-offspring covariance is 

COV(f) (PO) = ta~ +ta~A +(l-2Yt) ~ P7Pi[C(ik)( .. d2 
1,k 

1 2 
+2(1-Yt) ~PiPk[C(ik)( .. )] (aa)ik' 

ik 

The half-sib covariance may be defined as the expectation of the squares of 
the half-sib family means. Again, male and female half-sib covariances may be 
different. Consider, first, the derivation of the male half-sib covariance. 
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Since the half-sib family mean for an arbitrary male (A~A~) (A~A~) has been 
given, it is obvious that the male covariance of half-sibs is 

where 

C S ~ 1122h 2 
A)v(m)(H ) = £..; PiPiPkPl( (ik. inC .. . J) fjkl . 

2 2· 1 2 
= ta A +[(1 +Dm)/16]a AA +[(1 + Drn)/4] ~ PiPk(CUk)(.J)2 

ik 
. 12 +L(l +Drn)/2] ~ P'iPk( CUk)(.J) (aa)i" 

ik 

D", = (1-2y",,)2. 

Likewise, the female half-sib covariance is 

1 1 2 2 2 
COV(f) (HS) = :l: PrPsPtp,,(h(. .. .. )(,'t, su)) 

lHlu 

= ta! +[(1 +Df )/16]a!A +[(1 +DI)/4] ~ p;p;(c( .. )(rl))2 
rt 

. I 2 
+[(1+DI)/2] ~PrpdcC.)(rt)) (aa)rh 

rt 
where 

DI = (1-2YI)2, 

Finally, the full-sib covariance may be defined as the expected value of the 
squares of the full-sib means. Consider, now, the evaluation of Cov(FS). 

The mean of the full-sib array which results from the cross between an arbi-
1212 . 1212. 

trary male (AiAk) (AjA,) and an arbItrary female (ArAt) (ABA,,) IS 

h(ik. n)(rt. su) = ([(1-Ym)/2][(I--Yt)/2](dWc)(rt) +d(ik)(SU) +dUl)(rt) +dUI)(su)) 
+[(I-Ym)/2](Yt/2)(d( ik)(ru) +dWc)(st) +dUl)(ru) +dW)(st)) 
+(Yrn/2)[(I-Yt)/2](d(U)(rt) +d(il)(su) +dWc)(rl) +dUk)(,'u)) 
+(y",J2)(y,/2)(dUl)(ru) +dUl)(st) +dUk)(ru) +dW,)("t))} , 

The covariance of full-sibs is then 

_ 11112222 2 
Cov(FS) - ~ PiPjPrPsPkPZPtp,,(h( ik. n)(rt. su)) 

ijkZrst" 

= la! +ta1+U+[(Df+Dm )/16]}a!A +a+[(Dt+Drn)/16]}a~D 
+[ l6 (1 +D,)(1 +Dm)]a1D +[ l6 (1 +Df)(1 +Dm)]a~ 
+[k(l +Df)(1 +Dm) +2(Ym)(Yf)(I-Ym)(I-Yt)] ~ pip~(c( ik)( .. ))2 

ik 
+ ([Yj(I-Yf)/4](1 +Dm) +[Ym(I-Ym)/4](1 +D,)} 

X { ~ p;p;P~(C(ik)(rJI2+ ~Pip:P;(C(ik)(.t))2} 
irk ikt 

1 2 
+Wl +Dj)(1 +Dm)-4(Ym)(Yf)(I-Ym)(I-Yj)] ~ PiPk[C(ilc) ( .J](aa)ik· 

ik 

Assuming (i) epistatic interactions involving three or more loci are negligible, 
and (ii) configuration effects are absent, it has been shown (Griffing 1960b) that 

2 2 a A and a AA can be estimated as follows: 

A2 Cov(PO )[2Ym( l-Ym) -1] + 2 [Cov( m) (HS)] 
aA = -

Ym{l-Ym) 
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,2 
UAA 

2 {Cov(PO)-2[Cov(m) (HS)]} 

Ym(l-Ym) 
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where Yrn represents the recombination value averaged over all possible pairs of 
active loci as measured in the male sex. 

However, it is now clear that if the configuration effects are taken into con
sideration, these variance component estimates are no longer unbiased. 

IV. DISOUSSION 

The question of how far and in what way the inclusion of configuration effects 
may disturb prediction theory is discussed below. 

Earlier it was pointed out that there are at least two ways in which configura
tion effects may be generated. First, the physical configuration of the genes may 
induce the position-effect phenomenon. Second, linkage may give rise to configura
tion effects if the various gene-chromosome arrangements are evaluated on the basis 
of their inbred progeny. These different sources of disturbance are discussed sep
arately. 

A discussion of the position-effect phenomenon necessitates a brief considera
tion of the modern concept of the "gene". This concept postulates that the chromo
some may be divided into functional regions each of which controls a specific biological 
activity. These functional regions may each contain numerous mutational and 
recombinational sites. In some cases it has been shown that linear linkage maps 
may be obtained from intralocus recombination data. Mutations are assigned to 
functional regions on the basis of the position-effect criterion, the site of the mutation 
being the muton (see Benzel' 1957). Thus, mutations exhibiting position effect are 
assigned to the same functional region and those that do not exhibit this effect are 
assigned to different regions. 

From this concept of the gene two points need to be considered with regard 
to the importance of the position-effect phenomenon in prediction theory. First, 
there are at least two possibilities in the choice of a basic hereditary unit on which 
the selection theory rests. Second, position effects are usually generated by muta
tions which are very close together, i.e. mutations in the same functional region. 

The choice of a basic hereditary unit has been discussed previously (Griffing 
1 !)()Oa) : 

"There are at least two methods of representing the genetic situation at a complex locus. 
To illustrate, consider a locus which has a simplified structure consisting of only two genetic 
('onditions (mutant and normal) at each of two mutational sites. In the first method, the locus can 
be subdivided into two subloci, one for each of the mutational sites. This approach yields two 
sets of alleles, each set being the genetic alternatives at each sublocus. In this case, the gene 
model for quantitative inheritance must be extended to accommodate position effect which may 
O(;Cllr between alleles at different, subloci. This, so far, has never been done. 

The alternative method is to consider the overall locus as the basic entity, and to regard 
all possible genetic structures at this locus as the set of multiple alleles. Thus, in the simplified 
example, the four possible gene states are (+ +), (m, +), (+ m 2 ), and (m, m 2 ). These, then, 
would be regarded as the alleles of the locus. Such a representation avoids the introduction of 
intralocus position effect because complexities such as the cis-trans relations would be absorbed 
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in the dominance parameters. However. a resultant complication of this approach is that muta
tion of alleles as defined above includes both point mutation in its conventional sense and intralocus 
recombination. For example, recombination between mutational sites arranged in a trans con
figuration, m 1 + / + m 2 , results in non-parental locus types, (+ +) and (ml m 2 ). It is of course 
clear that the frequency of such intralocus recombination is low compared with the frequency 
of recombination between genes at different loci. Hence, it would appear that with the alleles 
defined as above, the contribution of locus mutation (point mutation and intralocus recom
bination) would be negligible in most theoretical plant and animal breeding studies." 

If, then, it is satisfactory to regard the entire functional region as the basic 
unit of inheritance, the problem of position effects disappears. Such a solution seems 
appropriate for short-term selection theory. However, it might not be completely 
satisfactory for a theory pertaining to selection sustained for a very long time. In 
this case, it may be best to consider the mutational site as the basic hereditary unit, 
and hence the disturbance due to position effects should be examined. 

Assuming, then, that the basic hereditary unit is the muton, the following 
argument considers the relative frequency, and hence the importance, of the position
effect phenomenon as it occurs among all possible pairwise combinations of mutons. 
It is assumed that the genotypic variability associated with the given quantitative 
variable is controlled by mutations, each of small effect at many mutons which are 
scattered at random over the chromosome complement. 

The argument is: (i) the position-effect phenomenon is generated only by 
mutons in the same functional region and not by mutons in different regions, and 
(ii) in general, as the number of active regions increases, the frequency of pairwise 
combinations of mutational sites in different functional regions increases relative 
to the frequency of pairwise combinations of sites in the same functional region. 
Hence, when considering all possible pairs of mutons, the phenomenon becomes 
increasingly rare as the number of active functional regions increases. 

This argument can be set out more rigorously as follows: Let there be n muta
tional sites (mutons) in each of N functional regions. Thus, there are a total of Nn 

sites. Of the total number of pairwise combinations (-~n), there are N(~) com

binations of mutons in which both members of the pair are in the same functional 
region and hence may give rise to position effects. The remaining combinations, 

which number (~)n2, have one muton in one functional region and the other in 

a different region. Hence they cannot give rise to positional effects. The relative 
proportion of pairs of sites in which position effects cannot occur is 

(~)n2 

(~n) 
n[l-(lJN)] 
[n-(lJN)] . 

Therefore, as the number of functional regions becomes large this proportion approxi
mates one, irrespective of the number of mutons per functional unit. 

The conclusion is that, even if position effects are widespread, the disturbance 
they cause to selection theory is negligible if the assumption holds that the genetic 
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variability is generated by genetic alternatives of small effect at many mutons (i.e. 
by genes of small effect at many loci). 

Consider now the second phenomenon in which the individual is evaluated 
by its inbred progeny. In this case, the configuration effects are due to linkage and 
are not confined only to genes in close proximity but to all linked genes which do not 
show independent segregation. 

Since these effects are directly a function of recombination values, the argument 
pertaining to the estimation of the average recombination value, as given by Griffing 
(1960b), is appropriate. It was shown that a fairly accurate estimate of the recom
bination value averaged over all possible pairs of active loci may be obtained from the 
formula 

fj = (r-1)/2r, 

where r = recombination index (Darlington 1958), i.e. the sum of the haploid number 
of chromosomes and the average number of chiasmata per cell. 

This formula implies, roughly, that, of all pairwise combinations of loci, the 
relative proportion which segregates independently is (r-1)/r. Hence, as the recom
bination index increases, this value rapidly approximates one. 

Again, this argument is subject to various assumptions and approximations, 
but nevertheless, it appears that if the haploid chromosome number is five or more 
(i.e. r > 10, because at least one chiasma per bivalent is obligatory), the disturbance 
due to linkage is probably not great. However, there are certainly instances in 
which configuration effects cannot be completely ignored. These include (1) cases in 
which crossing over is greatly reduced or non-existent (as in male Drosophila) in an 
organism which has a low chromosome number, and (2) cases in which interest 
centres on the manipulation of the gene content in a small number of chromosome 
pairs. 

Finally, it is necessary to point out just where the configuration effects cause 
a disturbance to the prediction theory, if, in fact, they are appreciable. 

It was stated previously that to predict permanent gains from selection, it is 
necessary to estimate the additive genetic variance. Configuration effects may then 
lead to biased estimates of this variance component. However, the estimation of the 
additive genetic variance component is not necessary to predict the immediate 
gains from selection. It can be shown that for both configuration-effect phenomena 
this prediction may be made directly from certain covariances. Since there is no 
theoretical difficulty in estimating these covariances, irrespective of the presence 
or absence of configuration effects, there is no bias in the estimation of immediate 
gains from artificial selection (ignoring, of course, the effects of natural selection). 

It is clear, however, that the immediate gains may not be entirely sustained on 
relaxation of selection, and it is the gains which are retained after relaxation that 
are termed, here, the permanent gains. It is the prediction of these gains that may 
be biased by the presence of the configuration effects. 
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